
Manufacturing Summary 

1.   What was your job title (or titles)?         .
Describe what you had to do for your specific job(s)         .

        .

2.  How could your job(s) have been changed to make the production process better?
        .
        .

3.   Could a robot replace your job(s)?  Explain why or why not? YES NO
        .
        .

4.   Pretend you have just purchased a product from the store, only to find out it is 
defective.  What can you do to assure you are going to receive the goods you want at 
the quality you expect?         .

        .

5.   Explain the rights consumers have for returning defective goods?         .
        .

6.   List 2 reasons for packaging a product 
1.          .
2.          .

7.   List 2 ways that “generic” products differ from "brand name" products
1.          .
2.          .

8.   Explain the difference between products that are “Mass Produced” and those that are 
“Custom Manufactured”         .

        .
        .

9.   How did the use of jigs and fixtures help us in the manufacturing process?         .
        .
        .

10.  What are the responsibilities of the Marketing Division of our company?                   .
        .
        .

11.  What are the responsibilities of the Manufacturing Division of our company?                 .
        .
        .

Name:                                                                          Class:                        .

Now that we have finished the Manufacturing TLA, let's see how much you have 

learned about how products are made and the companies that make them.  Answer the following questions in the 

spaces provided. (Ask a parent or guardian to help you if you get stuck) 

Each question is worth 5 points except as noted



12.  What are the responsibilities of the QC / Assembly Division of our company?                  .
        .
        .

13.  What do the letters “CEO” stand for?                      .
           .

14.  What are the responsibilities of a “CEO” in a company?                    .
        .
        .

15.  What are the responsibilities of a “Supervisor” in a company?                    .
        .
        .

16. Use the words in the list below to fill in the corporate structure chart. (15 points)

!   Manufacturing Employees
!   Quality Control Supervisor
!   CEO
!   Manufacturing Supervisor
!   Marketing Supervisor
!   Marketing Employees
!   Quality Control Employees

17.  Match the product with the correct manufacturing process (10 points)

Pencils houses gum drops       keys     paper    bigelow key chains

Mass Production Manufacturing Custom Manufacturing
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